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Cootie catcher animals template

Are you ready to play with forest animals? You will love this forest animal Kuti catcher/fortune teller - we have bears, foxes, raccoons, deer, rabbits and owls (or other birds). Kids will love this simple origami folding and will have more fun playing with them (they are amazing for story stories). Forest Animal
Kuti Catcher You can get a full set of adorable Kuti catchers for $2.99+ tax. Teddy bears are free! Want to taste them? You can get a teddy bear Kuti Catcher. This small animal comes with (or doesn't) a few accessories (not shown in all images) and can be used. The teddy bear is served with two bears
ears and two bear paws. The fox is served with two ears, two paws and a tail. The deer is served with a set of antlers, two legs and two ears. Raccoons come with paws, ears and tails. The owl comes with a set of wings. Rabbit rabbits come with two long ears and two rabbit paws. Grab them from our
member areas (along with tons of different designs) Get them in the member area This is a cute twist on the classic origami fold for Akuti catchers. Here, I include four animal templates, sharks, blue rabbits, pink rabbits, and chicks, provided by Easy Easy Craft. Mini Echo Create a custom kuti catcher that
can be printed blank. When you download, print and fold crafts, you can write in a selection of fates, riddles, games, or messages inside. Custom origami lucky teller print in mini echo 0 A twist on the classic Kuti Catcher (also known as chatterbox or fortune teller), a form of origami used in children's
games. There is no hidden message behind the tab here, instead Kuti Catcher is used as a paper hand puppet. Download and print Printables.se this printable product is free to download for personal use, kindergarten, school and other educational activities. It may not be sold, resold, or otherly exploited
for commercial purposes. Note: The option to print directly uses preset margins for browsers and printers, and results are slightly smaller than when you select the PDF option. There are 68 prints in this theme. Show all » Kuti Catcher: Penguin Ideas: Decorate bookmarks with a nice ribbon. Sticking to
stronger paper or laminating will make them more durable. More ideas and guidelines » Ideas: decorate bookmarks with a good ribbon. Sticking to stronger paper or laminating will make them more durable. More ideas and guidelines »
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